Homework Week 2 Term 4  Due Wednesday October 22nd

Students are to complete the compulsory activities from the shaded box and at least 2 of the optional activities in your homework book. Remember to keep each answer neat and separate by using headings and dates.

Compulsory Activities:

Read: Read a book alone or with a family member 5 times a week for 20 minutes. Record as specified by your teacher each day.

Spelling: Study for the Spelling Bee on October 23rd.

Language:
• Make a list of all the Prime Ministers that Australia has had since 1901.
• Now ask people (preferably adults and as many as you can but at least four) how many PMs they can name from the list and record their results.
  Example: Dad named 6  Neighbour Steve 2  Grandma 21
  Uncle Arthur 13  Tennis Coach Lucy 8

Math:
Present a graph in your homework book (any type e.g. bar, column, line, pie graph) of the results of your survey. Don’t forget to label and title your graph and axis and ensure any straight lines are indeed precisely straight! Don’t use a computer
CHALLENGE: Present another type of graph with exactly the same information.

Integrated:
Make a table with the three columns one for each level of government. Put as many services under each level of government as you can. (Think back to our excursion and class activities.)

Optional Activities

Blogging:
Go on to the blog at home and write a good comment with a family member. Edit your work before you post.
Initial ____________

Newspaper
Collect three newspaper photographs of an Australian political person or event.
Write a speech bubble stating what they might be saying.

Poetry
Write a limerick about your family.
E.g.
There once was a family of five,
Who were happy to be alive,
They fell overboard,
And luckily pulled the cord,
Of the raft to help them survive!

Cooking
Cook the family a meal or desert.
Score out of 10_______